In this paper we extend the regression trimmed means of Koenker and Bassett (1978) and Welsh (1987) by defining bounded influence regression trimmed mean estimators.
Consider the usual linear regression model row of the design matrix X (consisting of p-1 independent variables or carriers).~a vector of p unknown regression parameters and e. the i-th error.
1
We assume the errors to be independent and identically distributed according to some unknown distribution F. For simplicity. we will assume that F is sYmmetric about zero. We are concerned wi th constructing bounded influence regression trimmed mean estimators for~. A key concept in doing this is the influence function of an estimator introduced by Hampel (1968 Hampel ( . 1974 ).
Let a < a < 0.5. then the influence function of the 100a.% regression trimmed mean estimators of Koenker and Bassett (1978) and Welsh (1987) has the following form 
F-1 (a)~u~F-1 (1-a)
u > F-1 (l-a)
Note that g (.) limits the effect of the residuals and A(y.x) is thus bounded a -2 -in the dependent variable space. However, it is not bounded in the independent variable space.
Therefore one can conjecture that, in small samples, these ordinary robust estimators will be able to handle outliers in the Y-space but not outliers in the X-space. This is indeed so in the following situations (see de Jongh and de Wet (1987»: Y i is occurs error.
observed according to the model (1.1), but a gross error in the corresponding design point Xi' e.g. a keypunch Y i is observed with a large error e i and the corresponding Xi is an outlying design point (called a leverage point).
The above two cases are examples of so-called influential observations. See e.g. Denby and Larsen (1977) , Hill (1982) and Chatterjee and Hadi (1986) . Methods of dealing with influential observations were proposed by e.g. Mallows (1973 Mallows ( , 1975 and Krasker and Welsch (1982) . The basic difference between their approaches is the way in which the influence function of an estimator is bounded. Mallows approach is to bound the influence separately over the design and residuals while this is done simultaneously by Krasker and Welsch. Recently, Gil tinan et al. (1986) extended these methods to cover heteroscedastic regression models and they compared it over a number of cases.
They found neither method clearly preferable in all cases. As advantages of the Mallows approach they note that it is more informative from a diagnostic viewpoint and that theoretically it should give more stable inference than the Wet (1985) .
In this paper we will follow the Mallows approach in defining bounded influence regression trimmed means based on the regression trimmed mean estimators of Koenker and Bassett (1978) and Welsh (1987) . These estimators will be discussed in the next section.
The asymptotic results are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the Monte Carlo design and the results are given in Section 5. An example with real data is considered in Section 6.
TIIE ESTIMATORS
In this section we describe the bounded influence trimmed means. We will show in Section 3 that analogous results hold for~~)(a) and~~)(a).
TIIE BOUNDED INFLUENCE KOENKER-BASSE'IT ESTIMATOR
It might seem that a natural approach to defining a l00a% trirruned mean would be to take the least squares estimator of the observations remaining after discarding observations whose residuals (from the preliminary fi t) are less than, or greater than ' 1 . This estimator, however, does not have a -a asymptotic behaviour analogous to the trirruned mean.
In fact the asymptotic behaviour depends heavily on the preliminary estimator (see Ruppert and Carroll (1980» so that in general the estimator is nei ther robust nor efficient.
However, Welsh (1987) showed that by "winsorizing" the prel iminary residuals the desired asymptotic behaviour is obtained.
Remarks
(1) The above-defined estimators are scale and regression equivariant as well as equivariant wrt reparameterization of design. Note that for the well-known M-estimators (see e.g. Huber (1981» this is only true if scale is estimated concurrently.
(2) Regression quantiles can be calculated very easily by formulating (2.2) as an L 1 -problem and then using linear programming techniques. See de Jongh (1985) for details. Recently Narula and Wellington (1986) proposed a simple and efficient algorithm to find all regression quantiles associated with a data set. We shall proceed as follows. First we impose some condi tions and then s tate the theorems. This will be followed by an outline of the proof of Theorem 3B.
CONDITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS
We impose the following conditions. (v)~(~IN -~) is bounded in probability.
We now state the theorems. i=l I I a na
Now the first term on the right
is bounded above!by J " ,
which converges in probability to zero by Theorem 1 of Welsh (1986) and Lemma 4.1 of Bickel (1975) .
Similarly the third term converges in probability to zero by the argument of Theorem 1 of Ruppert and Carroll (1980) . Thus the first result in Theorem 3B obtains. The asymptotic normality result follows in a straightforward way.
Remark
Typically the weights wi depend on the design and for a particular choice wi = w(x i ) it follows from Theorems 3A and 3B that the influence function of both the bounded influence regression trimmed means is given by
which remains bounded as long as w(x)x remains bounded.
TIlE MONTE CARLO DESIGN
The purpose of the Monte Carlo study is to evaluate the small sample behaviour of the trimmed mean estimators described in Section 2 and of particular interest is the performance of these estimators in the presence of outliers and leverage points. In order to portray practice realistically we have to choose appropriate design matrices and error distributions in our Monte
Carlo design. The estimators and the factors involved in the Monte Carlo study are now given.
Six estimators were considered, the least squares estimator (LS), the 10% Mallows (1973) .
Denote the n observations of the (j-1)-th independent variable by x 1j ' ... ,x nj for j=2,3, ... ,p. Order the n observations x(1)j"" ,x(n)j and Recently 'Giltinktrl >et<·a.t":;(l986l introduced optimal weights which are chosen to bowid the"-:$·~elf-!.lr1flue:ribe·!;\:'!eff-llCtently. Analogous weights for regression trimmedmeans-inay be def{ri~in>fI:' similar way. We now
give the factors involved in the study.
>
The sample size was taken as n::50 and the number of parameters as p=3. The distributions considered were the standard normal {N{O.I}}. slash and three contaminated normal distributions. viz CN{O.1,9 As D1 except one point is moved out 10 units in X space.
As D1 except two points are moved out 10 units in X space.
As D1 except one point is moved out 100 units in X space.
As D1 except two points are moved out 100 units in X space. Here t 3 is a t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom and C the Cauchy distribution. Designs Dl, D6 and D7 were orthogonalized so that X'X = nI. The points were moved out as follows (designs D2.D3.D4 and D5): The first (second) point to be moved out' Kunits in, design D1 was chosen as the point having largest (second largest i ) , Euen.dian<dtstance, from the centre of the design space. The resul ting vector was then extended K uni ts into X-space. Our motivation for doing this comes from experience wi th the simple regression case. There the most interesting behaviour of the estimators was observed when points on the edges of the design space were moved out.
Programming was done in FORTRAN VII on the WYLBUR system (IBM) of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Double precision arithmetic was used and 1000 Monte Carlo replicates were used to calculate the mean squared error of each estimator. Uniform random numbers were generated by using IMSL subroutine GGUBS. while normal random numbers were generated by IMSL subroutine GGNML. Regression quantiles were calculated using an adaptation of Barrodale and Roberts (1973) (see de Jongh (1985».
MONTE CARLO RESULTS
The Monte Carlo results are presented and discussed in this section.
In Table I below we present these resul ts in the form of efficiencies compared to that of the best estimator in a particular row. i.e. 100 x Total mean square error of best estimator efficiency = _ Total mean square error of estimator
The total mean square error of an estimator (TMSE) was obtained as the sum of the mean square errors obtained for each parameter individually.
We now discuss the results obtained for design D1. then those for designs D2-D5 and las t ly those for des igns D6 and D1.
1 DESIGN D1
In this case we have a well-behaved design and the errors are distributed according to distributions having moder~te to very heavy tails. This resembles the practical situation where we have' no inflq~nHal>lof.r;leverage points. but the possibi 11 ty of outliers in the'<response., 11lell"es1JH,~are as expected and we give some remarks.
Remarks:
The least squares estimator (LS) performs very badly for the heaviest tailed di s tr i butions. However. the Welsh estimator based on LS residuals (W-LS) performs surprisingly well. except when the errors come from the slash distribution.
The ordinary robust estimators (W-L1 and KB) perform better than the bounded influence estimators (BI-W-L1 and BI-KB). Note that W-L1 is performing slightly better than KB for the distributions with moderate tails. but the situation is reversed for the heavier tailed distributions. We found that this is primarily due to the slightly higher percentage trimming obtained on the average by the Koenker-Bassett estimators. percentage trirmning on the average by~the Koenker-Bassett;estimator.
I
The mean square error results for the individual par~eters indicated that the direction of the error in: X-space plays' an imPortant role in determining which of the parameters are influenced most. For eXample. in the above designs the first point that was moved out had largest error component with respect to the second explanatory variable and thus the estimates (using 18. W-18. W-Ll and KB) for the second slope parameter (P2) were severely biased.
points out in various directions and found the same phenomenon.
DESIGNS D6 and f17
We moved
In this case we have no errors in the design matrix but have some leverage points and outliers in the response. Influential observations may be present when a large error occurs at a leverage point.
Remarks:
The bounded influence estimators have low efficiency compared with the ordinary robust estimators at the normal and moderately heavy tailed distributions. Note that at the normal distribution (especially for design D7) the efficiency of the bounded influence estimators is quite low. This is expected because a "good" leverage point is downweighted incorrectly. However.
at the heavier tailed distributions the bounded influence estimators perform better. This may be attributed to the higher probabili ty of obtaining an outlier at a leverage point.
The ordinary Welsh estimator based on residuals from an L 1 -fit (W-Ll) seems to be the better estimator to use in this case.
We have repeated some of the above cases for n=l00 and found qualitatively similar results. From the above discussion we have seen that a major advantage of the Mallows-type bounded influence trimmed means is when outliers occur both in the dependent and independent variable spaces.
AN EXAMPLE
We also applied "-the:"''esUmators',ofthe previous section to the water salini ty data (see Ruppert] sndCarroll (19S0J)" See also Carroll and Ruppert (1985) . This is a data set of measurements of water salini ty and river discharge taken in North Carolina's Pamlico Sound. Sal ini ty was regressed against salinity lagged two weeks (LAGSAL), river discharge (FLOW) and a linear time trend (TREND).
Estimates of the regression coefficients are listed in Table II for each estimator. Since the true parameters are unknown. we can only measure performance by closeness of fit to the bulk of the observations. As such measures we use the median absolute value of the residuals (MAD) and the interquartile range of the residuals (IQR). These values as well as the points that are deleted by the trimmed mean estimators are also given in Table II .
Using MAD and IQR as our criteria the bounded influence estimators give the better results with BI-W-Ll having lowest IQR and MAD values. Carroll and Ruppert (1985) gave a detailed analysis of the data set under discussion. They identified points 3.5.9.15.16 and 17 as potential problems. Except for point 3. all these points show up in Table II . The absence of point 3 is expected since Carroll and Ruppert (1985) mentioned that graphical methods suggest point 3 conforms well with the bulk of the.~~a~1
From the results in the last 2twO sectJ.·oos,;~~; @Ona,}udei)that potentially one can gain much by using bounded infl,uencer,egres;siQ!1; tr·~.rpmed.,means over ordinary regression trimmed means. However,there does no~seem to be a clear choice between the Koenker-Bassett and Welsh versions.
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